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Abstract. The extractive summartization methods try to summarize a
single or multiple documents based on informative sentences exactly as
they appear in source(s). One method to choose these sentences is to
use users’ query, which could be problematic in many cases, specially
in scientiﬁc context. One way to tackle this challenge is to gather more
information about the user and his preferences. Therefore, in this paper
we propose a novel framework to use the users’ feedbacks and a social
robotics platform, Nao robot, has been adapted as an interacting agent.
This agent has multiple communication channels and could learn the user
model and adapt to his/her needs via reinforcement learning approach.
The whole approach is then studied in terms of how much it is able to
adapt based on user’s feedback, and also in terms of interaction time.
Keywords: Interactive robots · Social robots ·
Automatic text summarization · Facial expression

1

Introduction

The number of scientiﬁc documents are growing exponentially and keeping track
of them, organizing and ﬁnding relevant documents have become challenging
tasks in conducting research. Automatic text summarization methods could be
used to tackle these challenges and the main aim of these methods is to produce
a short and meaningful version of a source document. One approach to start
summarization and to ﬁnd relevant documents and sentences is using query.
In query-based text summarization, the query is usually considered as the only
source of knowledge, based on which the ﬁnal summary is generated [8]. However,
the query usually contains limited terms and users may not be able to express
their information needs in the form of terms. This could be more complex when
we are dealing with scientiﬁc documents, as the relevancy of a document or
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a sentence is highly related to the context. Thus, the summarization methods
needs to use additional sources of information. Finding the users’ opinion about
the retrieved results (relevance feedback) could be an additional source, but it
has its own drawbacks, i.e, reluctancy of users to provide feedback and prolong
their search sessions and thus, causing high computing cost and long response
times [19].
To tackle this issue, we propose using a social robot, called RoboDoc, to assist
researchers in generating a summary for any given query. RoboDoc is a social
assistant robot designed to gather the needed information via facial expression
and voice commands and to encourage its users to have more interactions. In
a broader application, RoboDoc, as conceptualized by Mohebi et al. [15], can
interact with researcher in order to obtain relevant additional information.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 presents a brief introduction on the concepts and the main eﬀorts. The proposed framework is discussed in Sect. 3. Some preliminary experiments on the proposed framework are
addressed in Sect. 4. Finally, conclusion is stated in Sect. 5.

2
2.1

Background
Interactive Query-Based Summarization

Automatic text summarization is deﬁned as creating a meaningful content based
on original document(s) or text(s) using computers to help users to grab the key
information or general idea in a relatively short time [3]. Summarization could be
abstractive or extractive; in extractive summarization, the important sentences
are extracted from the source document(s) and simply put together to generate summary. However, in abstractive summarization the source document(s) is
understood and then the summery is written [2]. Summarization could be begin
based on user query or could be generic. In query-based summarization the summary is generated based on users’ information needs, but generic summarization
methods try to reﬂect the general idea of the source document(s) regardless of
users’ needs [4]. The challenge is to decide which sentence from which document
is more informative and signiﬁcant to be included in the summary. Thus, sentences have to be scored and the ones with the highest scores are likely to be
used. Using user’s query is one way to score the sentences, in which the sentences
containing query expressions are given higher scores [2]. This could cause information loss in cases in which (a) the query contains limited terms, (b) users could
not properly express their information needs in the form of terms, or (c) users
may have special needs and backgrounds. In addition, using this approach could
be challenging, because, these sentences must be analyzed and scored based on
the documents’ context, user needs to have more speciﬁc knowledge to identify
proper query terms and he may not be able to provide his required information
in single query or a single search session. Various methods have been developed
to tackle these challenges such as [1,2,6,16].
One of the well-used approaches is to use an additional source of information.
Interacting with users in long-term along with acquiring and evaluating their
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feedback could provide such information, improve the quality of the summary,
and satisfy users’ needs [20,22]. Relevance feedback (RF) is deﬁned as the user’s
feedback on the relevance of retrieved results, i.e, user marks each result as
relevant or non-relevant. Using this information, the system could re-evaluate the
sentences’ scores during one or more search sessions and could help the system
to develop or create users model, track his evolving and changing information
need and help user to reﬁne his understanding. However, in many cases RF could
cause problems; users are generally reluctant to provide feedback and prolong
their search sessions, and it could cause a high computing cost and long response
time [19].
To tackle these issues and in this paper, we propose using social robots.
A social robot is designed to gather the needed information via any natural
communication channel and to encourage users to have more interaction.
2.2

Social Robots

In social interactions we usually use various ways to express our views or emotions, such as facial expression or body language. Using social robots enables
system designers to developed more eﬀective user-adapted systems [13]. A social
robot interacts with user via various communication channels (Multimodality)
and learns or modiﬁes the user model (learnability). Being able to adapt to the
user’s needs by changing the operational parameters automatically (adaptivity)
is another important requirements of social robots.
Hegel et al. [9] deﬁned three classes of applications for social robots: specialized applications, public applications, and individual applications. In another
view, the application areas of social robots could include but not limited to
assistive robots, domestic robots, healthcare robots, and General social robotics
platforms such as Pepper or Nao. Social assistant robots must be able to perceive
and interpret users’ behavior and send signals to users in order to provide feedback and allow them to interact in a transparent manner. These robots must also
operate at human interaction rates. Therefor, having embodiment, morphology
and personality, modeling user and perceiving his behavior via speech, gestures,
and facial recognition, showing emotions, managing dialogues and learning is
essential [7].
Based on above discussions, Mohebi et al. [15] introduced a framework for
a social robot as a researcher’s personal assistant, named RoboDoc. RoboDoc
is designed to oﬀer several services during research, including capturing and
organizing researcher’s ideas, applying query expansion and enrichment, and
integrating the retrived results into meaningful pieces of information [15]. In
this paper and in order to improve these services we have developed a system
to summarize scientiﬁc documents based on researcher’s query and modify the
scoring procedure using the relevance feedback. This feedback is acquired via
researcher’s facial expression.
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Proposed Approach

The proposed approach for query-based summarization is a user-centric interactive approach in which the user plays a key role, and the interacting agent
is social robot with sociability and learning ability. The conceptual framework
for this task involves consecutive interactions between user and social assistant
robot. Robot generates a simple initial summary based on user’s query, and tries
to improve the summary based on sequence of interaction with the user, in terms
of a set of simple questions. The user gives feedback to the robot through verbal
or non-verbal communication such as facial expression. In Fig. 1 the conceptual
framework for the interaction is illustrated.

Fig. 1. Proposed conceptual framework for human-robot interaction.

Based on this conceptual framework, the user needs to give feedback based on
the sentences introduced by robot and Reinforcement Learning (RL) approach
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is used to model this interaction. RL have been used as a practical modelling
approach for extractive text summarization [10,11,17,18]. However, these studies
contain some drawbacks: (a) user is not involved in the summarization task, (b)
most of the RL-based methods are useful for multi-document text summarization
without any given query, and (c) in previous studies, a reference summary is used
as source for reward at every iteration.
In this research, however, we do not use any reference summary and instead
user feedback is considered as the reward. That is, user feedback is encoded as
the reward/punishment received from the environment, and the robot tries to
tune the summary based on the feedbacks.
Assume that database D contains N distinct sentences and each sentence
xi ∈ D can be part of a summary. The problem is encoded as RL based on the
following notation:
–
–
–
–

State (St ): summary composed of M sentences, with their scores,
Action (at ): action taken to modify summary St to St+1 ,
Reward (rt ): feedback received from user,
Value function (Q(St , at )): gained value performing action at at state St .

So at each state, St , a summary composed of M diﬀerent sentences is generated:
St :

< xi , scoret (xi ) >

(1)

i = 1, . . . , M, and xi ∈ D
The sentences of the summary are presented to user and user gives feedback
in terms of facial expression, to express his opinion about the summary. User
feedback is then used by the robot to modify the summary. This interaction
continues until a speciﬁc stopping criteria is met. The action, at , is a re-scoring
scheme to change summary St to St+1 . The terminal state is denoted by SF . If
state St is the terminal state, then the action could be encoded as Finish.

Rescore(D) if St = SF
at =
(2)
F inish
if St = SF ,
where, the re-scoring scheme at each state changes the score of each sentence
in D into a new score based on user feedback. Then, the best M sentences is
selected based on a policy π that impose to choose the best M sentences with
maximum score at each interaction.
At St , the robot represents a sentence x∗ to the user. The user gives feedback
about this sentence as a reward rt , and this reward is considered into the rescoring scheme. Thus, the re-scoring scheme is deﬁned as follows:

∗
scoret (xi ) ∗ esim(x ,xi )
if rt ≥ 0
t+1
score (xi ) =
(3)
t
1−sim(x∗ ,xi )
if rt < 0,
score (xi ) ∗ e
where rt ∈ {−1, 0, 1} is the feedback received from the user. rt is 1, when user
likes the sentences, −1, when user does not like the sentence, and 0 when user
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is neutral. The re-scoring scheme deﬁned in (3) causes the score to increase
exponentially. The incremental change in the score will not lead to any integer
overﬂow error, since the interaction between user and robot is limited. Moreover,
the score of each sentence always increases from one state to another with different rate. The exponential form in (3) ampliﬁes the score of sentences similar
to the one user liked so far, while when user did not like a sentence, the score of
sentences similar to that, is increased with less rate.
At the initial stage, before receiving any feedback from the user, the most
similar sentences to the query are retrieved. The similarity at this stage is calculated based the Word2Vec, CBOW learned model, as described in [14]. The
Word2Vec word embedding model is a well-known vectorized representation that
is widely used in calculating word and document similarity context.
The value function is deﬁned based two distinct criteria: how much the summary is close to user’s opinion and the initial query (extrinsic measure), and the
quality of the resulting summary in terms of information redundancy (intrinsic
measure). Thus, the value function can be deﬁned as:

α scoret (xi ) + (1 − α) max sim(xi , xj )
(4)
Q(St , at ) =
xi ∈St

xj ∈St \xi

where sim(xi , xj ) calculates the cosine similarity between two sentences, and α is
a balancing parameter. The deﬁnition of value function is very close to the deﬁnition of summary quality measure based Maximal Marginal Relevance (MMR) [5]
method, which is mainly used for query-based extractive summarization.

4

Experimental Results

To implement the proposed interactive summarization approach (Fig. 1), the
used social robotics platform and database of textual documents are discussed in
this section. In addition, the interactive scenario and some interaction results are
reported, and ﬁnally, the proposed approach is evaluated in terms of interaction
time and the eﬀect of interaction in the summarization task.
4.1

Social Robotics Platform

For social robotics platform, Nao robot, Robocup edition, has been adopted.
As the user feedbacks are acquired via facial expression, Nao’s vision system
needs to recognize the expression of user. Nao’s original camera is weak, so we
embedded an external camera. Furthermore, in order to make the interaction
more practical and eﬀective, the robot reads the generated summary and shows
it through the embedded data projector. Therefore, we modiﬁed Nao’s original
head and designed a new hat to embed both camera and mini data projector,
as shown in Fig. 2(a).
The data projector and camera are connected with a Raspberry Pi board.
This board is also attached to Nao’s body and is connected to the robot through
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TCP/IP connection, as shown in Fig. 2(b).The mini data projector embedded in
Nao’s head is “Aiptek MobileCinema i55 iphone 5/5s projector”,which is connected to the Raspberry board and is automatically controlled through GPIO pins.
For face detection, we have used MTCNN face detection method based on [21]
using Tensorﬂow Google’s Deep Learning and OpenCv framework. The facial
expression module is implemented based on [12], with accuracy 78 %. In addition,
the robot needs to talk to the user through a text-to-speech (TTS) system and
understand user’s speech using a speech-to-text (STT) system. For this purpose
we have used the embedded TTS system in Nao, and Google STT system.

(a) Nao’s new hat with camera and
data projector

(b) Raspberry Pi board attached to
Nao’ back

Fig. 2. Modiﬁed Nao to embed data projector, new camera, and Raspberry Pi.

4.2

Dataset for Summarization

A dataset of 16186 scientiﬁc articles (142386 sentences) obtained from Web of Science (WoS) is used for summarization. All articles are in the area of Artiﬁcial Intelligence, Robotics and Control, and Image Processing as categorized by WoS. We
used the title and abstract of each article as the source of information and also for
training the Word2Vec to build the vectorized representation for each word.
4.3

Test and Evaluation

The system is implemented using the modiﬁed robotic platform and the dataset
described before. The text processing and retrieval tasks are handled with a
Corei7 laptop connected to the robot and raspberry Pi through a TCP/IP connection. Each summary contains 10 distinct sentences. At the initial stage,
the top 30 most similar sentences to the query are considered and at each
interaction, the re-scoring scheme is applied. That is, after retrieving the 30
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most relevant sentences to the user’s query, at each interaction, robot reads a
sentence with the highest score to the user, and the user gives a feedback to
the robot through a facial expression (FE). The user is an expert in scientiﬁc
domain and is aware that his facial expressions are being analyzed. The robot
classiﬁes the facial expression into three distinct types: 1: like the sentence, −1:
dislike the sentence, and 0: neutral. Then, the robot re-scores all sentences based
on this feedback, and reads another sentence with the highest score to the user.
We have considered 5 interactions between the robot and the user before giving
the ﬁnal summary. Table 1 reports some parts of the result for the query “Image
Processing”.
Table 1. User-robot interaction for the query “Image Processing”.
Stage FE

Sentence read by robot

0

−1

The features were extracted from the spectrogram of the speech
signal using image processing techniques

1

0

Image restoration step is important in many image processing
applications

2

0

Digital image retrieval is one of the major concepts in image
processing

3

1

The Weibull manifold in low level image processing: an
application to automatic image focusing

4

0

Content based image retrieval plays a, signiﬁcant role in the
image processing ﬁeld

Final summary Digital image retrieval is one of the major concepts in image
processing. Image restoration step is important in many image
processing applications. The Weibull manifold in low-level image
processing: an application to automatic image focusing. Content
based image retrieval plays a, signiﬁcant role in the image
processing ﬁeld. One of today’s motivating medical image
processing problem is registration. Image enhancement is a
crucial phase in almost every image processing system

Since the process of summarization highly depends on user’s query and feedback, it is not possible to compare the ﬁnal summary with a reference summary.
However, one can observe how much the proposed interactive approach is able
to modify the initial summary. In order to show the capabilities of the proposed
approach to change the initial summary and its sensitivity to user’s feedback,
we visualized the rank of sentences at each stage of interaction in Fig. 3. In this
ﬁgure, given a query, examples of sentences ranking at each stage based on user’s
facial expression is illustrated. Each block belongs to a diﬀerent query and each
column shows the ﬁnal ranking of sentences based on 5 consecutive feedbacks
(encoded and shown as −1, 0 and 1 in the ﬁrst row). At each column the top
10 sentences are shown as grey colors, while black/dark grey colors denotes the
sentences with the highest score, and white colors are for the sentences that are
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not included in the summary. Through Fig. 3 we are visualizing how much user
feedback is able to aﬀect the initial ranking scheme.

Fig. 3. Eﬀect of user feedback on the initial summary. Each row in the S column
corresponds to a sentence. At each column the grey cells correspond to the sentences
that are chosen to be in summary, black/dark grey sentences are the ones with the
highest score. The NO FE column corresponds to the case with no facial expression.

Duration of interaction is also a key criterion in social robotics research. The
total time of interaction in the proposed approach is mainly aﬀected by how
much it takes for the system to retrieve the initial sentences. Thus, in order
to study the total time of interaction, we have plotted the average time line of
user-robot interaction obtained from multiple runs in Fig. 4. As it is shown, the

Fig. 4. Timeline of user-robot interaction.
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total time of interaction is around 247 s, while 25 % of this time is dedicated to
retrieving the initial set of sentences, based on user’s query.

5

Conclusions

In this research, a new social robot is introduced for assisting a user in querybased text summarization. Since the query-based text summarization mainly
depends on user’s query, any other feedback from the user, rather than the
initial query, may improve the whole process. Thus, the whole notion behind the
proposed framework is to involve the user more eﬃciently. In this framework,
the robot receives feedback from user through its vision in consequent set of
interaction and at each interaction, the robot ﬁnds the best set of sentences based
on user’s feedback. Reinforcement learning is used for modelling the problem and
reward function. The proposed framework is implemented and evaluated using
Nao robot, and some features have been added to this robot in order to enhance
its interaction capabilities. The whole approach is then studied in terms of how
much it is able to change the initial set of sentences based on user’s feedback,
and also in terms of interaction time. Future research directions can be focused
on improving the initial retrieval process and also evaluating the ﬁnal summary
based user’s opinion.
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